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Open Source Experience

Skills

Maintainer @ Webpack

Programming Languages

Feb. 2020 - Present // Remote

JavaScript (ES6), TypeScript, Java

▹

Maintaining webpack-cli which has over 5 million downloads per week on npm. So far I have
made 220+ pull requests and commits to the project.

▹

Libraries & Frameworks

Maintaining webpack-dev-server which has over 9 million downloads per week on npm. So far

React.js, Next.js, Node.js, Express

I have made 130+ pull requests and commits to the project.

▹

Maintaining the official documentation website webpack.js.org for webpack. So far

I

have made 85+ pull requests and commits.

Tools & Platforms
Git, Webpack, AWS, GraphQL , Storybook
ESLint, Babel

▹

Maintainer @ ESLint

Education

June 2021 - Present // Remote

▹

,


My work here includes fixing bugs, implementing features, triaging issues, improving
documentation, and reviewing code of other contributors.

Maintaining ESLint, a tool for identifying and reporting on patterns found in ECMAScript/

JavaScript code which is used by most of the users worldwide with around 70 million

Maharaja Agrasen Institue of Technology

downloads per month on npm.

2018 - 2022 // Delhi, India

▹ My work includes fixing bugs, implementing features, triaging issues, improving

Bachelor of Technology in Electronics and
Communication Engineering

documentation, writing tests and reviewing code of other contributors. So far I have made
20+ pull requests and commits.

Contributor @ Open Collective
June 2020 - Present // Remote

▹ So far I have solved 40+ issues including bug fixes and new feature implementations.
▹ Pull Requests - 16+ in API (GraphQL & Node.js) and 35+ in Frontend (React)

Contributor @ FOSSASIA
Nov. 2019 - Sept 2020 // Remote

▹

Helped in development of eventyay web application using JavaScript, Ember.js, Python,

Flask and PostgreSQL.

▹

Contibuted via triaging issues, fixing bugs, implementing features, sharing daily

SCRUMS. I helped to solve 50+ issues.

▹

Spent winters mentoring pre-university students in the 10th edition of Google Code.


in under FOSSASIA organization.

Contributor @ Jest
September 2020 // Remote

▹

Jest is a delightful JavaScript Testing Framework with a focus on simplicity. I helped solving

some github issues ncluding bug fixes, feature impmlementation and improving documentation.

▹

I created 10+ pull requests and commits.

